In this paper we discuss a new knowledgetheoretic definition of agreement appropriate to asynchronous systems. This definition has two important features; first, it uses causality rather than time in its definition and, second, this form of agreement is attainable. In analogy with common knowledge, it is called concurrent common knowledge. Concurrent common knowledge has several applications and we give analyses of two examples that use it. In general, it seems to be the case that applications that involve all processes reaching agreement about some property of a consistent global state are protocols that use concurrent common knowledge.
Introduction
In this paper we discuss a new, knowledgetheoretic, definition of agreement appropriate for asynchronous systems. This definition has Permission (0 copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provided that the copies are not made or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the ACM copyright notice and the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of the Association for Computing Machinery. To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee and/or specific permission. two important features; first, it uses the causality relation between events in its definition [lo] rather than physical time and, second, this form of knowledge is actually attainable. In analogy with common knowledge [6] , we call it "concurrent common knowledge." It has several applications and we analyze two different situations that implicitly use it. In general, it seems to be the case that applications that involve all processes reaching agreement about some property of a consistent global state are protocols that use concurrent common knowledge. Thus one could take the view that we have isolated the form of knowledge underlying many existing protocols.
The idea behind concurrent common knowledge is quite natural. Given that ordinary common knowledge must be attained simultaneously by all processes it seems clear that the appropriate concept for asynchronous systems must use causality rather than real time.
The idea that causal structure is intrinsic to an asynchronous system, while temporal structure is derived from it, was brought into computer science by Lamport[lO] . The appropriate causal analog of a reaMme global state, i.e. a global state corresponding to the system at an instant of real time, is a possible global state or, as it is now widely called, a consistent cut. It is the appropriate analog because -in asynchronous systems -no process can distinguish whether or not a consistent cut is, in fact, a real-time global state. Intuitively, we define "everyone concurrently knows" to be true at a consistent cut if all processes know that 4 is true of some 'indistinguishable' consistent cut. Concurrent common knowledge is the greatest fixed point of this. In formalizing this definition, we use a model of asynchronous systems that contains the relevant structure only, in other words, we do not use time in the semantics. I 2
System Model
The definitions that we give in this section describe asynchronous, distributed systems [lo] .
Definition
1 By the term distributed, we mean that the system is composed of a set of processes that can communicate only by sending messages along a f&d set of channels. The network is not necessarily completely connected.
2 By asynchronous, we mean that there is no global clock in the system, no assumptions about the relative speed of processes, no assumptions about the delivery time of messages, and the sending and the receiving of a message are two distinct actions.
It is our intention to give a definition of the model that uses, as far as possible, the structures that are relevant to such systems. Thus we do not use timed runs to describe these systems [6] . The resulting definitions turn out to be more natural than if we had detailed timing information in the model description. Of course, the timed runs model is much more generally applicable then ours; any precise comparison of two forms of common knowledge would have to be based on a precise translation between our formalism and the timed runs formalism. Our model turns out to be very similar to that of Chandy and Misra [41*
The description of distributed systems is based on the behaviors of the individual components or processes in the system. We take the notion of local state of a process to be primitive. ( sj, si,,) and is assumed to be instantaneous. There are three types of events: send events denoted send(m) where m is a message, receive events denoted recv(m), and internal events.
5 A message is a triple (i, j, q5) where i E Proc is the sender of the message, j E Proc is the message recipient, and C$ is the body of the message.
It is assumed that all messages are unique, which can be easily implemented by using sequence numbers within messages.
We assume that processes explicitly perform receive events, i.e. the receipt of a message is not "interrupt-driven."
The state of the process can be identified with its initial state and the sequence of events that have occured up to the current state. Hence the local history may alternatively be described as where ~3 = (sf-i , sj).
An asynchronous system consists of the following sets.
1. A set Proc = { 1, . . . , N) of process identifiers, where N is the total number of processes in the system.
2.
A set C C {(i, j) : i, j E Proc} of channels. The occurence of (i, j) in C indicates that process i can send messages to process j.
3.
4.
5.
A set liTi of possible local histories for each process Proc.
A set A of asynchronovs runs. Each run is a vector of local histories, one per process, indexed by process identifiers. Constraints on the set A are described throughout the remainder of this section.
A set M of messages.
The set of channels C and our assumptions about their behavior induce two constraints on the runs in A. The first constraint corresponds to our intuitive notion of channels: i cannot send a message to j unless (i, j) is a channel. The second constraint says that, if the reception of a message m is in the run, then the sending of m must also be in that run; this implies that the network cannot introduce spurious messages or alter messages.
Our model of an asynchronous system does not mention time. There is, however, an ordering of events in the system due to the fact that certain events are known to cause other events. We can define this order using potential causality as done by Lamport [lo] . Intuitively, two events exhibit potential causality if it is possible for one to have an effect on the other. In an asynchronous system, potential causality results only from sequential execution on single processes and from message passing between separate processes. It is described using the happens-before relation +.
Definition
6 Event el happens before event e2, denoted el --$ e2, if and only if one of the jollowing conditions is true:
el and e2 are both in the history of some process i and el occurs first in the sequence.
el is the sending of u message and e2 is the reception of that message.
There exists an event es such that el t es and es -+ es.
In addition, we introduce two optional channel constraints: reliability and FIFO. Reliability says that if a message is sent then it is received, i.e. no message loss occurs. FIFO indicates that channels exhibit first-in-first-out behavior. These properties are not necessary for our definitions, but we will want to address systems that satisfy them when we address the attainability of concurrent common knowledge. Unless otherwise stated, they will not be assumed in the model.
Reliability:
se& ( (i, j, 4) ) E hi + ~ecGi4)) E hj
Our final requirement is that --$ be a partial order, which is necessary if the system is to model actual executions. Our requirements on asynchronous runs are equivalent to those in 14, with the exception that we limit message sending to occur along the set of designated channels. Misra and Chandy express the possible behaviors of systems in terms of totally ordered sets of events called system computations. Their conditions on system computations are that (i) projections on each process are possible local histories, and (ii) the reception of a message is preceded by its sending. These are equivalent to stating that the system computations are linearizations of the -+ relation. FIFO: if oi,w = send( (i, j, $I)), CY~,~ = We can now use Lamport's theory to talk send ((i, j, 42) ), and zu < z, then y < z about global states of an asynchronous system. where oj,y = recv ((i, j,&)) and oi,x = Specifically, Lamport uses the happens-before rerecv ((4 i 452)) lation to define a consistent cut in a system as any set of prefixes of local histories -one per process -such that if er + e2 and e2 is in the cut, then el is also in the cut. We will use a vector of local states c = (~1,. . . , so> to indicate such a set of prefixes of local histories; we also use the notation c[i] to indicate the local state of i in cut c. System comhutations are equivalent to consistent cuts [4] .
Given any point in the history of process i, it cannot determine which of the possible consis-. tent cuts is an actual real-time global state. In this sense, a consistent cut is indistinguishable from a real-time global state. In defining epistemic concepts, the notion of indistinguishability plays a key role. For this reason we have chosen to use consistent cuts rather than real time in our logic for reasoning about asynchronous distributed systems.
3

Semantics of Concurrent Knowledge
The definition of concurrent common knowledge follows the standard pat tern of defining a version of knowledge and then using a greatest fixed point in order to define the appropriate form of common knowledge [ 63.
In order to give a Kripkean interpretation of the knowledge modality, we need to identify an appropriate set of possible worlds and a family of possibility relations between these worlds. The discussion of' concurrent knowledge really involves two modal operators and, hence, two different collections of accessibility relations in the semantics. This kind of situation is also seen in other variants of common knowledge. Discussions of eventual common knowledge and times tamped common knowledge [6,1 l] involve a temporal modality in addition to an epistemic modality.
The Logic
We will first introduce the symbols contained in our logic. Later we will define a formal semantics by stating when a formula is satisfied by a pair (a, c), where c is a consistent cut in asynchronous run a.
We assume that there are primitive propositions that are used; these typically would consist of statements like "variable z in process i is 0" or "process i has sent a message m to process j". We represent these by lower-case letters p, q, . . . . We will assume that the primitive propositions are all local; i.e. their truth or falsity depends entirely on the local state of a single process. Statements that refer to several processes can, of course, be built up by using the usual logical connec tives .
We introduce two families of modal operators, each family indexed by process identifiers. They are written K; and Pi respectively. Intuitively, Ki(+) represents the statement "i knows 4," which in terms of asynchronous systems means "4 is true in all possible global states that include i's local state." The formula Pi ( 4) represents .the statement "there is some global state in this run, including i's local state, in which 4 is true." P plays roughly the same formal role in the discussion of concurrent common knowledge as the temporal modality "eventually" plays in the discussion of eventual common knowledge. Conceptually, however, P is quite different from 0. Axioms obeyed by K and P are given in the appendix.
The next modal operator is written EC and stands for "everyone concurrently knows." This is weaker than E, which stands for "everyone knows (now)." The definition of Ec (4) is
The last modal operator that we introduce is Cc(+); it will be defined semantically as the greatest fixed-point of EC(d). It satisfies ((a, 4 I= Ki(#>> * V(a', c') N; (a, c).(a', c') /= Q This is practically the same as the definition in Halpern and Moses [6] , except that we use asynchronous runs rather than timed runs. It is quite routine to check that this definition validates the axioms for Ki. The meaning of Pi is given by the following definition Intuitively, this implies that everyone concurrently knows that everyone concurrently knows that . . ., i.e. that (EC)"4 holds for any k. The greatest fixed point definition is, however, stronger than the infinite conjuction.
3.2
Formal Semantics
In an asynchronous system, the possible worlds are the consistent cuts, henceforth called simply "Cuts," of the set of possible asynchronous runs A. We use pairs, (a,~), to stand for the consistent cut c in the aysnchronous run a. Recall that a cut consists of an assignment of local states for each process in Proc. Two cuts are viewed as indistinguishable by process i if they assign the same local state to the process i.
Given the definition of Mi we can rewrite this as
In other words, Pi(4) states that there is some a refinement of &i.
cut, in the same asynchronous run, including i's current state, such that $J is true in that cut. This definition gives Pi the flavor of a temporal operator. It is clear that the axioms 6,7 and 8 (in Appendix A) are validated by this definition. Axiom 9 is a consequence of the fact that Xi is Definition 7 We w&e (a, c) pi (a',~') to represent the indistinguishability of (a, c) and (a';~') to i. This is clearly an equivalence relation. We also define the finer equivalence relation Xi to stand for indistinguishable cuts in the same run; in symbols
The remainder of our formal semantics entails the definition of Cc using greatest fixed points. This is contained in Appendix B for the interested reader.
The latter relation is used to define the meaning of the modal operator Pi. The formal semantics is given via the definition of the satisfaction relation k. We assume that we are given a function R that assigns a truth value to each primitive proposition p and local state s of process i. The truth of a primitive proposition p in (a, c) is determined by ?r and c. This defines (a, c) + p. The satisfaction relation is defined in the obvious way for formulas built up using the logical connectives. The following defines the meaning of K; in our setting:
Attainability
For ordinary common knowIedge, C, it is a theorem that if C is attained then all processes learn it simultaneously [6, 12] .
An analogous theorem holds for concurrent common knowledge. Before stating the theorem, we will first formalize the notions of "attainment" and "supporting a fact." The notion of "supporting" is used to relate a process's knowledge of a fact at a cut to the local state of that process at the cut. The following theorem says that Cc (4) is always attained along a single consistent cut of a system. Cc(q%) is attained in a implies that there exists a consistent cut c such that (a, c) + Cc(+).
Since Cc($) * KiPiC' (4) for all i, there must exist states sr, . . . , SN such that si is the state in which i begins supporting PiC'(4). Suppose cut c = (& , . . . ,sjv) is inconsistent. Then there exists a message m whose reception, but not sending, is included in c. Let m be such a message from j to k. Any consistent cut that includes state sj cannot include the reception of m. However, the reception of m occurs before k begins supporting P&'c(4). Therefore in any consistent cut including sj, k does not support &Cc(+).
Hence j cannot support PjCc( 4) in state sj, since, by the definitions of P and Cc, this would mean the existence of a consistent cut c' including sj such that Vi : (a,~') b KiPi(C' (4)).
This contradicts the assumption that each process i supports Cc(+) at si. Hence the supposition that the si are not a consistent cut is false, making the theorem true. a It is this theorem that brings out the difference between C(4) and C? (4) . In asynchronous systems, simultaneous action of any kind is impossible. Action coordinated to occur along a consistent cut is, however, easily achievable. We now present an algorithm that achieves concurrent common 'mowledge when channels are reliable and FIFO.
Before proceeding to the algorithm, we must discuss conditions that facts must satisfy in order that attaining concurrent common knowledge of them is possible. In the following definition, i's execution of algorithm A refers to the sequence of states si m,. . . , sh in the history of i such that si (sh) is the state of i immediately preceding (following) any actions taken by i according to the algorithm. Note that i-stability includes any global fact that i knows to be true throughout the remainder of the run. It also includes local facts such as zi = 1 which may become false later in the run if, for example, i sets 2; = 2.
We require only that facts be I-stable throughout the execution of our algorithm, where I is a distinguished initiator. The algorithm will be a single-phase sending of messages, with no other actions or delays. Hence I-stability simply implies that I knows that 4 is true and that it will not become false while I is sending the messages required by the algorithm.
Typically the facts that we are interested in are clearly I-stable. While this is sufficient to ensure the attainability of concurrent common knowledge of the fact, formalizing a possibly weaker necessary condition is thus far an open question.
Our algorithm is a variant of the echo algorithm due to Chang [5] . It causes messages to be sent along every channel in the system. Intuitively, it creates a consistent cut becausesince channels are FIFO -any message sent after execution of the algorithm must be received 2d2 after any messages the algorithm sent along the sa.me channel. In the description of the algorithm below, Tag is assumed to be a unique number identifying an instance of the algorithm. Send (I, j, (4, Tag) ) to all neighbors j.
l All other processes, i, upon first receiving a message of the form (j, i, (4, Tug)) and before sending or reading any other messages:
Theorem 2 In a system with reliable, FIFO channels, if Q is I-stable in algorithm 1, then algorithm 1 attains Cc($).
Proof: The proof proceeds in two parts. First we show that the algorithm achieves a consistent cut. Second we establish that Cc(~) is attained on this cut. We assume that the algorithm text and its precondition are common knowledge.
Let state s; correspond to the Iocal state immediately following the point in the algorithm where i has sent out its messages. The states Sl,S2,*.., so form a consistent cut. We will show this by contradiction, Suppose there is a message m sent after s; but received before sj. By the algorithm, i must have sent (i, j, (4, Tag)) to j before si. Since channels are FIFO, this must reach j before message M. Again by the algorithm, after receiving (i, j, (4, Tag)), j will immediately execute the algorithm and reach sj. Therefore the assumption that m was received before sj is false.
Let X denote the set of possible states that may exist after execution of the algorithm. This is the set of states that each process considers indistinguishable from consistent cut c = (%% . . . , SJJ). There may or may not be a formula in the logic that expresses X precisely. Let us assume, for the moment, that there is such a formula; let us call this formula K. It represents the strongest postcondition that holds after execution of the algorithm.
The precondition (I-stability) guarantees that X =+ $. We show that X + Cc(#).
For any process i, Pi(# A X) holds at cut c. Since the protocol itself is common knowledge, each process knows that this is the case. Hence we have that EC(d A X) holds at cut c. Since K is the strongest postcondition, X + EC(4/\ X).
The preceeding discussion assumed that there was a formula that characterized X. In fact, the above argument could have been carried out purely semantically, using the set theoretic operations rather than the logical connectives. We use, therefore, the semantic analogue of the last formula; X
C M[lP](M[qS](B) O X). It is now necessary to consider the fixedpoint characterization of Cc(+). Cc($) is the greatest fixed-point of F, where F is Xu.M([EC~(M[+]I(0)
A u). Note that we can rewrite X * Ec(4 A X) more accurately as X C_ F(X).
Since F is monotonic, we have X 5 F(X) C F2(X). . . . Since the collection of elements of a complete lattice larger than a given element is itself a complete lattice, the function F has a least fixed point above X. Since M[CC(q5)l is the greatest fixed-point of F, it follows that X c MICc(#)l.
Since X is attained it follows immediately that Cc(#) is attained. 1 An important aspect of this algorithm is its efficiency. It requires only one message per channel. Furthermore, processes need not suspend their activities beyond that needed to echo the messages, since there is no second phase. As soon as they have sent the required messages they may resume their normal operation. In contrast, known algorithms for attaining timestamped common knowledge [ll] require two phases and processes have to suspend activity between the two phases.
We have shown in this section that concurrent common knowledge is attainable in asynchronous systems by giving a simple algorithm that does so. This makes it a potentially useful form of knowledge, as it describes states that can and do arise in such systems. Given a problem that can be formulated in terms of Cc, a solution immediately follows from our results. Note, however, that attaining Cc(+) does not promise that q5 is ever known to be true, i.e. it is not guaranteed that If;(+) ever holds. It does, of course, ensure that li'iPi (4) is attained.
Applications
It is our belief that the logic that we have presented will have the following roles in the _ development and analysis of distributed algorithms: (1) simplification of solutions and proofs for problems that can be formulated in terms of concurrent knowledge or concurrent common knowledge, (2) characterization of implicit agreement present in particular known algorithms, and (3) improvement of capabilties to reason about asynchronous distributed algorithms, particularly with respect to potential causality.
We now look at two examples in which these goals are realized: updates to replicated data and a system checkpointing algorithm.
We assume reliable, FIFO channels throughout this section.
5.1
Updates to Replicated Data
The. first example that we consider involves maintaining consistency of updates to replicated data items. Consider a replicated data item Z, where zi indicates i's copy of the data. Suppose that process i must perform a sequence of updates to I such that these updates occur in the same order at all copies as they do at i. For simplicity, we will consider just the case of two updates, the first of which must precede the second. This clearly generalizes to the problem above. Note that our network is not necessarily completely connected; if it were the problem would be trivia'.
Operation Ordering
Problem:
Given two operations, A and B, that modify copies of replicated variable ZZ, ensure that the operations are carried out on all copies so that A precedes B everywhere.
We encode an operation as a formula that states its effect on the data value. This can be done using, for example, y to indicate the original value of the variable and y' to indicate a new value. Hence, the fact that an operation A, that adds 10 to a variable, has been executed would be expressed as #A(q) = y' = y + 10.
We use the term broadcast to mean any set of messages that results in all processes being notified of a particular fact. It does not assume any particular algorithm such as the one for concurrent common knowledge. By the definition of EC, for all processes j, (a,C') I= IfjPj($A(Xi))a Consider $~(zi) sent to any j after i begins supporting piE'($A(%i)), i.e. after c'. Since i and j are not necessarily connected, let messages ml,..., mk transfer 4~(z;) from i to j. (ml is sent by i and ??Zk is received by j.) Since c' is consistent, d rImssages ml . . . mk must arrive at their destinations after c'. Hence 4B(zj) must arrive after j begins supporting Pj(ti~(zc;)).l
The corollary below follows from the fact that a concurrent common knowledge algorithm can guarantee li;Pi((Ec($~(z;)))") for all k, hence it can attain KiP;(Ec(+~(z;))).
Hence i knows that the conditions of the theorem are satisfied and that each process j will begin supporting Pj( $,J(x i)) before receiving 4~( x;). It is simply required to be common knowledge that each process j performs +A(2 j) as soon as Pj(dA(%i)) is known.
Corollary
I Any algorithm that can attain concurrent common knowledge can be used to solve the Operation Ordering Problem.
Note that concurrent common knowledge does not handle the case of concurrent updates from multiple initiators.
If process i makes $A(X i) concurrent common knowledge and process j makes +B( zj) concurrent common knowledge, some other processes, k, may learn P&'c(4~(x;)) first whereas others learn P&'c($~(z~)) first. There is another variant of common knowledge known as timestamped common knowledge [6, 11] that does guarantee that the above ordering property is enforced. Timestamped common knowledge is strictly stronger than concurrent common knowledge if local clocks are Lamport clocks, i.e. if a --t b then the local clock at a reads less than the local clock at b, and channels are FD?O [ll] .
Concurrent knowledge may be combined with a concurrency control algorithm to handle replicated data updates efficiently. Such a scheme is used in the ISIS project [l] . ISIS combines the use of two broadcast primitives, CBCAST (causal broadcast) and ABCAST (atomic broadcast). CBCAST uses a variant of the echo algorithm as described earlier. Although not stated in knowledge-theoretic terms, it appears to be closely related to concurrent common knowledge. ABCAST guarantees that concurrent operations will take place in the same order at all sites. It uses a variant of two-phase commit, and is hence more expensive than CBCAST and requires a delay before proceeding to subsequent operations.
In ISIS, a combination of these two protocols is used for replicated data updates. ABCAST is used for concurrency control of transactions. Then CBCAST is used to issue operations within each transaction, since it is faster and cheaper than ABCAST. This example illustrates situations in practical systems where two different forms of knowledge are both appropriate characterizations of agreement. It is our intention to investigate the relationship between CBCAST and concurrent common knowledge more closely.
Checkpointing
The following example is an analysis of the agreement implicit in a well-known checkpointing algorithm by Chandy and Lamport [3] . The algorithm is used to record global states -including that of channels -for the purpose of detecting global system properties or for rollback recovery. It is designed for asynchronous systems with reliable FIFO channels as in our model. The algorithm is a variant of that described in [3] . The algorithm works by using rules for sending and receiving special types of messages called markers. Initialization occurs by one process following the marker sending rule. If necessary, markers for a particular algorithm execution can be uniquely identified using process and sequence numbers.
Marker sending rule for a process i:
Before sending or receiving any other messages, i sends one marker to each neighbor j, then records its state.
Marker receiving rule for a process j:
Upon receiving a marker from i, if j has not recorded its state, then j follows the marker sending rule, then records the state of channel (i, j) as the empty sequence. 0 therwise, j records the state of channel (i, j) as the sequence of messages received from i after j's state was recorded and before j received the marker from i.
The next theorem summarizes the agreement attained in the algorithm regarding both the process states and the channel states. It is assumed that the algorithm is common knowledge upon system initialization.
The theorem statement makes use of some additional notation.
Given any consistent global state, current; will denote i's local state. Saved; denotes the set of states checkpointed by process i. Sup;($) indicates the local state in which i begins supporting +. Finally, we extend + to include states in the obvious way. A formula subscripted with a set of process identifiers, such as {i, j}, refers to the subsystem containing only that set of processes. Informally, the first statement above says that there is a consistent cut of the system in which all processes have concurrent common knowledge that all processes are taking a checkpoint. We will not give a proof as this is a simple variation of the echo algorithm presented earlier.
The second statement says that -within each (i, j) subsystem -it becomes concurrent common knowledge that all messages sent prior to i recording its state have been received by j. Hence when this is attained, j can deduce that the messages in the (i, j) channel during the checkpoint 'are exactly those that have been received since j recorded its state. This follows from the fact that all messages from i to j are in one of three states at the checkpoint:
1.
2.
3.
Received before the checkpoint. These are part of j's local state at the time of the checkpoint.
In the channel during the checkpoint. All messages not in (1) received prior to SupjPj(dchoma&) must be in this set.
Sent after the checkpoint.
These are not received by j until after SUpjPj( 4, .
Before proving the second part of theorem 4, we will make an observation concerning messages sent in a two-process system directly from process i to process j, along FIFO message channels. In such a system, concurrent common knowledge characterizes the state of knowledge achieved by a single message transfer (concurrent common knowledge of the body of the message is attained). This is due to the fact that the states immediately following the sending and receiving of the message form a cut in the two-process system. Hence on this cut, both i and j know that there is a cut where the message body is known and in which i and j have an identical state of knowledge with respect to the message contents.
Proof of Theorem 4, part 2: From the observation above, the reception of the marker by j becomes concurrent common knowledge between i and j. Since the marker is sent after Su@;(CC(&tates)) and channels are FIFO, messages sent prior to SU~;P;(C~(&~~,,)) must be received before the marker. Therefore, it becomes concurrent common knowledge that all messages sent prior to Sup;Pi( Cc( +atates)) have been received. I Any problem that requires only the detection of some property of a consistent global state can be solved using the Chandy-Lamport algorithm. Some examples of this type of problem are termination detection, deadlock detection [2] , and rollback recovery [S] . Hence concurrent common knowledge'can be used for a solution and formal analysis of such problems.
Conclusions
In this paper we have given a new knowledgebased definition of agreement that applies to asynchronous systems. We have defined the concept in terms of the causality relation between events that is the appropriate replacement for the concept of time when one is discussing asynchronous systems [lo] . We have given a formal semantics to concurrent common knowledge and shown that it is attainable relatively easily.
One of the contributions of our work is that we have given a knowledge-theoretic definition that applies whenever one needs to reason about the global states of asynchronous systems. Thus we have pinned down the form of knowledge a protocol designer should try to attain when developing a protocol to reach agreement about some property of the global state.
There have been other proposals for weakened forms of common knowledge that are also attainable, namely eventual common knowledge, and timestamped common knowledge [6] . None of them, however, use causality. They use various temporal modalities in order to weaken the original definition of common knowledge. Concurrent common knowledge is strictly weaker than common knowledge but is, in general, incomparable, with the other forms above. In the case of timestamped common knowledge, if the clocks used in the definition are Lamport clocks and the channels are FIFO as in [ll] then attainment of timestamped common knowledge guarantees attainment of concurrent common knowledge. We are working on formalizing the relationship between our formalism and the formalism of timed runs used by Halpern and Moses [G] . This would allow us to make a rigorous comparison of the definitions we use and the definitions of timestamped and eventual common knowledge as given by Halpern and Moses. We are interested in two directions for future work. First, we would like to use concurrent common knowledge to develop new protocols. Second, we are interested in other modifications to the definition of common knowledge or concurrent common knowledge which are attainable in faulty asynchronous systems.
is a stronger assertion in that a possible world which actually exists in the run satisfies 4.
Note that it does not follow from the axioms that or that EC($) =+ 4. This is not necessary for our purposes. Note that the truth of EC($) is determined with respect to some cut (a,~). A process cannot distinguish which cut satisfies 4, i.e. whether or not c does, since it cannot "name" cuts; it can only know the existence of such a cut.
Appendix B: Formal Semantics of cc
In order to define the meaning of Cc using fixed points we need to define the meaning of formulas with free variables, written X, Y.. ., in them. We think of the meaning of such a formula as a function from sets of consistent cuts to sets of consistent cuts. Let us call the set of consistent cuts W. Then we can define the following meaning function for all formulas. In the following we let 2 stands for a generic subset of W. The meaning of the formulas is given by the inductively defined function M. The meaning of the primitive propositions p, q, . . . is given by a function ?r as discussed above. The meaning function defined below follows, very closely, the definition given by Halpem and Moses [6, 9] .
Mb](Z)
= {u E Wlx(u,p) = true where p is a primitive proposition.
M[+](Z) = W -M[gS](Z).
3. WI4 A SW> = J4bl(~) n JWl(Z). If a formula does not contain a free variable then its meaning is a constant function. The truth value definiticn of the semantics can be recovered by defining (a, 4 I= 4 iff (a, 4 E MMW. In fact the semantic clauses just given are exactly what one would expect for the Tarski-style truth definition except that they have been given in terms of sets and set operations instead of truth values and logical connectives.
It turns out that the least fixed point is always trivial so we shah use the greatest fixed point operator. we extend the syntax by (vXJ$)Z. The interpretation of this proceeds as follows. First we require that free occurrences of X in 4 be positive, i.e. all occurrences of X are in the scope of an even number of negation signs. This is clearly a syntactic property. It is easy to see (by induc-, tion on the structure of formulas) that MI[$] (Z) will be a monotonic function if X appears positively. Any monotonic function on a complete lattice has a greatest fixed point [13] . The set W ordered by inclusion is certainly a complete lattice. We can give meaning to (VX.4) as
MI[WWW)
= WWWI(~) = B) and Cc(4) can be viewed as a special case of this as follows CC(t)) = (YX.P(d, A X)) It is not true that Ec(# A X) defines a continuous function so the fixed point is not attained by simply iterating upto W; in this sense Cc is rather like C* [6] .
